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Embracing Te Taiao
– On the Farm
Water Quantity

The structure
of this resource
A note for the teacher:
This is a wai māori themed module written by WAI Wānaka for use in
the ‘Embracing Te Taiao - On the Farm’ education programme. The aim
of this resource is to connect the classroom with environmental issues
and solutions on farms in the Upper Clutha Catchment. WAI Wānaka’s
role is to facilitate learning both in and out of the classroom and
supporting students to do inquiry planning. Learning will be enhanced
when students are able to apply their knowledge, skills, and capabilities
by visiting a farm. When this is not possible, inviting experts such as
scientists or farmers into the classroom can be engaging.
The first section is intended to be used as a teacher resource.
A number of local case studies are provided for use in the classroom
and connection to the community for student inquiry.
The ‘In the Classroom’ Section has suggestions of on topic activities
and experiments relating to the teaching material.
It is broadly aimed at children aged 8-12 years old and intended to be
integrated and utilised across the curriculum. A glossary is included
later in the document for reference – link below.

Icons shown throughout this resouce link to various videos and additional resources

VIDEO
LINK

ADDITIONAL
RESOURCE LINK

GLOSSARY TERMS - CLICK HERE
IN THE CLASSROOM - CLICK HERE

The development of this resource was made possible
thanks to funding from ORC ECO Fund

Water Quantity
Ko te wai te ora ngā mea katoa - Water is the life giver of all things.
Brainstorm Questions:

Who in the Upper Clutha uses water and for what?
Do you know much about how farmers use water?

Water is essential for farmers to produce all of the items that feed us. The availability, price and diversity of milk, cheese,
meat, fresh fruit, vegetables and wine, just to name a few, are all linked to how we use water and to the practice of irrigation.
WHAT IS IRRIGATION?
Irrigation is the practice of artificially applying water to otherwise dry land during summer.
HOW IRRIGATION CHANGES
CROP FARMING NZ
TAKING WATER FOR IRRIGATION (WATER TAKES):
Some farms rely on water take or abstraction for irrigation of pasture and crops. Irrigation systems may be permanent or semipermanent, including pop-up systems, fixed above ground, drip and micro systems, and pivot or laterally moving machines.
Irrigated water should be applied to match the needs of the pasture and crops grown, otherwise any excess will be lost
to groundwater. Irrigation may increase the risk of fertiliser runoff or nutrient leaching which can lead to the subsequent
contamination of stream water, in particular of nitrates leaching. Nitrate is both soluble and mobile. It is not a problem
when within the soil or roots of plants, but once it gets into the ground water and other freshwater bodies it is recognised as
environmental pollutant.
THIS QUICK EXPERIMENT
DEMONSTRATES LEACHING
Another damaging effect of irrigation can be taking too much water and not leaving enough for mahika kai habitat. Water
take must be a balance between agricultural productivity and freshwater ecosystem health. For example, a fish screen is often
required before water can be removed from a river. A fish screen protects fish by keeping them out of water intakes.
NIWA FISH
SCREEN TRIAL
A consent (legal contract), must first be given before water can be taken for irrigation. The irrigator must meet certain
conditions. All irrigation takes in New Zealand are controlled to ensure the sustainability of our water resources and certain
conditions for each site need to be followed.

Smart Irrigation NZ

-

Smart Irrigation NZ
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environment that provides sustenance for life. The concept reflects the need for everyone in Aotearoa
to have access to resources and to live in environments that support and sustain a healthy life.
TYPES OF IRRIGATION:
Border Dykes:

The term ‘wai ora’ speaks to a broad

A form of surface irrigation which involves diverting water
Types
of Irrigation:

conception of human wellbeing,

from main water races into smaller ones on farm. This water

grounded in wai (water) as the source

is then used
to flood the paddocks periodically as irrigation.
Border
Dykes:

of ora (life). Wai ora literally refers
to water, both as a resource and as

In a border dyke irrigation system, a temporary dam must be
A
form of surface irrigation which involves diverting water from
main water
into smaller ones on
an essential
part of races
the environment
created at the outlet to each ‘border’ so that water can spill
farm. This water is then used to flood the paddocks periodically
irrigation.
that as
provides
sustenance for life.
through onto the pasture.

The concept reflects the need for

In a border dyke irrigation system, a temporary dam must be created at the outlet to each ‘border’ so
everyone in Aotearoa to have access to
Border Dykes were the traditional method used on most
that water can spill through onto the pasture.
resources and to live in environments
community irrigation schemes (initially government funded)

that support
and sustain
a healthy life.
in New Zealand.
number
of new systems
beingused on most community
Border
DykesToday,
werethethe
traditional
method
irrigation
schemes
(initially
installed
is
very
low
due
to
inadequate
water
supplies
and
government funded) in New Zealand. Today, the number of new systems being installed is very low due
inefficiencies in the system.
to
inadequate water supplies and inefficiencies in the system.

Images: Border dyke irrigation on the Canterbury Plains – TeAra.govt.nz

K-lines:
The
concept of pod irrigation began in the South Island back in the mid 1990's. K-Line Irrigation's lower
The concept
of pod irrigation
beganitinto
thecatch
South on
Island
back in the
midthe
1990’s.
K-Line
irrigation’s
lower cost and simplicity
K-lines:
cost
and simplicity
helped
quickly
with
New
Zealand
farmers.
helped it to catch on quickly with the New Zealand farmers.

Farmers soon realized that K-Line could be adapted to almost any shape and size of field without costly
Farmers soon
thatshade
K-Line could
adapted to almost
any shape
sizeand
of field
without
changes in fencing,
changes
in realised
fencing,
trees,bebuildings
and was
alsoand
easy
quick
to costly
install.
shade trees, buildings and was also easy and quick to install.

The slow absorption method that comes from smaller sprinklers irrigating over a longer period resulted
The slow absorption method that comes from smaller sprinklers irrigating over a longer period resulted in greater forage growth
in greater forage growth with virtually no runoff. This contributed to either considerable water savings,
with virtually no runoff. This contributed to either considerable water savings, or more forage with the same amount of water.
or more forage with the same amount of water.

Pivot Irrigators:
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Pivot irrigators move around a centre point and can irrigate crops or land in either a part-circle or fullcircle operation. They can move in either direction and often operate 24/7.

Pivot
TYPESIrrigators:
OF IRRIGATION:
Pivot
irrigators move around a centre point and can irrigate crops or land in either a part-circle or fullPivot Irrigators:
circle
operation.
They acan
move
direction
often
24/7.
Pivot irrigators
move around
centre
point in
andeither
can irrigate
crops orand
land in
eitheroperate
a part-circle
or full-circle operation.
They can move in either direction and often operate 24/7.

These highly automated machines are precise and give control over the application amount – optimising
These highly
machines
are precise and give control over the application amount – optimising water use
water
useautomated
and efficient
uptake.
resulting in efficient soil uptake.

Pivots are suitable for irrigating tall crops and can also straddle shelter belts, small buildings and sheds
Pivots arenecessary.
suitable for irrigating tall crops and can also straddle shelter belts, small buildings and sheds where necessary.
where
Variable Rate Irrigation (VRI) technology can be used to change the application to suit the season, individual soil or

Variable Rate Irrigation (VRI) technology can be used to change the application to suit the season,
crop requirements. This can be so precise that it will turn off over races or troughs.
individual soil or crop requirements. This can be so precise that it will turn off over races or troughs.

Static Pods:
Static Pods:

Ideal forfor
steeper
country,
static pod
irrigation
to operate
at low pressure,
pod irrigators
waterpod
on a irrigators
slow
Ideal
steeper
country,
static
podis designed
irrigation
is designed
to operate
at lowdistribute
pressure,
absorption rate
over a on
12-24
hour period,
allowing for
effective
into theperiod,
soil whilstallowing
eliminatingfor
pooling
and run absorption
off.
distribute
water
a slow
absorption
rate
over absorption
a 12-24 hour
effective
into the soil whilst eliminating pooling and run off.
Irrigation type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Border dyke

Low labour
Medium cost
Low maintenance

Efficiency low
Return interval up to 24 days

Centre pivot (fixed)

Low labour $1200/ha for larger, defined as 800+m long
Up to $200/ha for medium - 400-500m long
Uniform application
Not affected by wind

Problems with high application rates at pivot’s end
More complicated to maintain because of costly electronics

Towable centre point
Hard hose gun

Higher water application
Low labour
Easy to use

More labour
High pressure
Affected badly by wind

K Line

Low initial capital cost <$1000/ha (for system and main lines)
Easy maintenance
Good on slopes
Gentle irrigation
Good for heavy soils

Not necessarily low maintenance
Higher labour (50ha/hr)

Rotary boom

Lower labour (120ha/hr)
Medium application efficiency
Medium cost

Low pressure
Slow down in the wind - may not reach the end of the run

Lincoln Research Archive
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IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION:
Many farmers are utilising the latest technology to give more
precision to their irrigation.
The optimal irrigation solution:

An EM conductivity survey measures and maps the
the soil profile using sensors without any requireme
conductivity can then be linked to different soil cha
Zoning allows soil moisture probes to be placed in r
different soil characteristics such as stone and clay content
water/moisture
budgets.
for zoning. Zoning allows soil moisture probes to be placed in
representative areas for calculation of farm water/moisture
budgets.

Utilising
Solar
Utilising Solar
PowerPower:

- Manage the amount and timing of irrigation inputs to meet
plant demands and minimise risk of leaching and runoff
- Design, check and operate irrigation systems to minimise
the amount of water needed to meet production
objectives.
MANAGING IRRIGATION
PRECISELY - NIWA
An irrigation pilot to effectively predict weather
conditions to minimise irrigation losses to groundwater.

Variable Rate Irrigation (VRI)
VRI ON A CENTRE PIVOT
IRRIGATOR
VRI systems are designed to address the need for better
irrigation efficiency, aiming for the best conversion of each
millimetre of irrigation water to plant growth. Irrigation
efficiency is commonly referred to as application efficiency,
and depends on three main factors:
- Applying the correct depth of water
- A uniform application
- The application rate being less than the soil’s
infiltration rate
“Precision Irrigation” technologies can control the geographic
distribution of applied water depth. These technologies can
range from a simple on-off controller for individual sprinklers
to computer control of multiple sprinklers on a moving boom
over very precise and short time intervals. Many of the newer
precision methods rely on a daily soil moisture model derived
from satellite data.
Electro-magnetic Surveying
An EM conductivity survey measures and maps the variability
in apparent electrical conductivity within the soil profile
using sensors without any requirement for soil-to-instrument
contact. The measured conductivity can then be linked to
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Solar panels
are now
usedbeing
by farmers
to power
pump
Solar
panels
arebeing
now
used
by farmers
to pow
stations
for irrigation. Solar
are sustainable
and They do
are
sustainable
andwater
use pumps
renewable
energy.
use renewable energy. They do not produce harmful pollutants
and
soil on the farm remain clean. This reduces the
which helps the air and soil on the farm remain clean. This
dioxide
the airforincreasing
carbon
Not
reduces theinto
requirement
diesel pumps that
release footprint.
carbon
dioxide
intoenergy
the air increasing
footprint.
Not costs
only more
as
solar
is freecarbon
meaning
fuel
decrease.
sustainable but more economic long term as solar energy is
free meaning fuel costs decrease.

Using technology to farm sustainably
Using
technology to farm sustainably

Technology can help farmers coordinate water in and water out
on farm. This optimises the relationship between nutrients and
plants/pasture, reducing the chances of runoff and nitrogen
leaching.
Software is available that can help farmers better understand
the nutrient flows on their farms and provide valuable
information to support decision making.
This technology does not simply generate a number, it provides
a range of information to allow users to assess the relative risk
for the farm. This, along with expert advice, can guide farmers
to lessen their nutrient losses and maintain a successful and
sustainable farming business.
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Water take for agriculture is only one of many factors that can contribute to
low flows of water in the awa. This diagram produced by the Ministry for the
Environment for their 2019 Environment Aotearoa report highlights some
of the potential impacts of low flows:
the flow of water and its variability.

EFFECTS OF LOW FLOWS

CLIMATE CHANGE

Most hydro-generation does not use
up water, but dams change the river
ﬂow and ecology downstream.

is projected to reduce ﬂows in
some rivers but increase ﬂows
in others. This will aﬀect the
frequency of droughts and ﬂoods
in diﬀerent parts of the country.

Barriers to
migration
Less variability in flows

Reduced flows

Loss of
sediment
transport

Increased
temperature
Creates algal bloom
Reduced oxygen

Changing the natural cycles of
ﬂooding and sediment supply
aﬀects habitats, migration,
spawning, and food supply of
some aquatic species.

Reduced biodiversity
Many of our native freshwater
ﬁsh and birds are threatened
with or at risk of extinction.

Degraded ecosystem

CONSENTED
WATER TAKE
Regional authorities allocate
water for hydroelectric
generation, irrigation, drinking
water, industrial, and other uses.
Irrigation is a
major consented
use of ground and
surface water.

Shrinking habitat
Rivers become less dynamic
and have fewer channels.

Reduced water availability
Wetlands dry out and less
water is available.

CULTURAL VALUE
Decreased water ﬂows reduce
the mauri of the environment
and the ability of tangata
whenua to exercise kaitiakitanga
of wetlands, rivers, and lakes.

Well

Water table

Aquifer

Water table decline

Salt water intrusion

Some rivers are recharged by
aquifers and some aquifers are
recharged by rivers. Taking water
from aquifers can reduce the
water ﬂow in rivers and vice versa.

Extracting groundwater can
cause salt water to move into
aquifers that are near the coast.
This makes groundwater unﬁt
for irrigation and drinking.

Environment Aotearoa 2019
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OTHER RESOURCES:

GLOSSARY:

High Country Lake Catchments N leaching and Irrigation plans

Abstraction
Taking or extracting water from a natural source.

Design and build your own irrigation system

Awa
River

WAI - WAI NOT - MPI teaching resource
Re: The impact of dairy on our freshwater |
Milk and Money | Episode 2 (renews.co.nz)
Ministry of Environment Freshwater Report
- Great Diagrams connecting land use with
freshwater health
Environment Aotearoa 2022 Report - Matariki
stars are the guiding theme
SCIENCE LEARNING HUB:
Humans and the Water Cycle
LEARNZ RESOURCES:
Water - a balancing act | LEARNZ

THANK YOU:
To create a broad learning experience, this document
utilises educational and inspirational materials from a
range of different sources. Our appreciation goes out
to those who’s publicly available resources we have
linked to throughout this document.

Crops
A cultivated plant that is grown as food, especially a
grain, fruit, or vegetable.
Genetic Modification
Is the direct manipulation of an organism’s genes
using biotechnology.
Groundwater
Groundwater is a natural occurrence in which
water flows or collects beneath the ground. A
considerable amount of New Zealand’s fresh water
is stored as groundwater in aquifers – underground
layers of water-soaked rock or gravel.
Leaching
Nutrient leaching is the downward movement
of dissolved nutrients in the soil profile with the
moving water.
Mahika Kai
Refers to Kāi Tahu interests in traditional food and
other natural resources and the places where those
resources are obtained.
Mahika Kai Habitat
Natural rivers, streams, repo (wetlands) and other
native ecosystems where food can be harvested
sustainably.
Organic Particles
Are composed of carbon-based compounds that
have come from the remains of organisms such as
plants and animals and their waste products in the
environment.
Water Take
Water take involves abstracting water from a
stream, lake or river for land use activities such
as irrigating agriculture and horticulture land, or
for industry use such as water used by a meat
processing plant. A water permit is needed to take
water unless it is for human consumption or stock
water.
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Action resulting from the Water Quantity module works towards
targets in the following priority sustainable development goals:

Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
In particular target 12.2 - By 2030, achieve the sustainable management and efficient
use of natural resources.

Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests,
combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss
In particular, take urgent and significant action to reduce the degradation of natural habitats, halt
the loss of biodiversity and, by 2020, protect and prevent the extinction of threatened species.
Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all
In particular the following objectives:
• Improve efficiency of water use. Decreasing the use of potable water.
• Increase areas being protected and enhanced through integrated water management approaches.
• Increase water-related ecosystems that are protected and managed.
• Increasing community participation in freshwater management.

End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture
In particular target 2.4 - By 2030, ensure sustainable food production systems and implement
resilient agricultural practices that increase productivity and production, that help maintain
ecosystems, that strengthen capacity for adaptation to climate change, extreme weather,
drought, flooding and other disasters and that progressively improve land and soil quality.

Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for
sustainable development
Increased cross country, industry, community partnerships to deliver on the sustainable
development goals.
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Design in Class
1

IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Learn more about Civil Engineering and how to move water from one place to another. Design
your own irrigation system and then test it:
IRRIGATION SYSTEM DESIGN LESSON PLAN

Discussion in Class
21

SOLAR ON FARM
Solar panels are being installed to power irrigation pumps in new systems. What else might
solar be useful for on farm?
A few suggestions: Electric fences, electric vehicles? vegetable farming AGRIVOLTAICS: SUSTAINABLE
FARMING SYSTEMS - YOUTUBE
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waiwanaka.nz

